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Marcuse thinks that along with the change of time, the ages have already taken 
place the variety of a series, the topic of the capitalism society was no longer the topic 
that the age of Marx, the capitalism society has already solved a series of antinomy 
and crisis existed in the past through the related path such as a technique. But, this 
doesn't represent in the capitalism society there is already the nonexistent of antinomy 
and crisis, although the old antinomy and crisis solved, it can sink into the new 
antinomy and crisis very quickly again, namely ecosystem ethics crisis. This text's 
trying to carry on systemic categorizing and sorting to the part that involves the 
ecosystem ethics thought that scattered in the each period work of Marcuse. On this 
foundation I’ll investigate further it is in what background that he put forward the 
ecosystem ethics crisis of capitalism society, and from what angle he carried to 
publish and reveal, and in his eyes what path should be adopted to resolve these 
problems. Main way of thinking is as follows: 
Preface, the main introduction is the research condition of the Marcuse 
ecosystem ethics thought at home and abroad, and the realistic meaning in this topic 
research. 
Chapter 1, mainly through the introduction of the crisis theories of Marx and the 
objection of Marcuse to the crisis theories of Marx, I educe the topic of the treatise 
that text wants originally: the ecosystem ethics thought of Marcuse. 
Chapter 2, On the foundation of the judgment on the technique reasonableness 
and correspond consumption culture and the existence method in the capitalism 
society,I get why Marcuse will emphasize the ecosystem ethics crisis . 
Chapter 3, through the elaborate of the related thought such as the total socialism 
mode、nature and people's liberation of Marcuse, I dig out the way of thinking and the 
method that Marcuse solves the ecosystem ethics crisis of the capitalism society. 
Chapter 4, I inquiry further into his thought to our country about the constructing 
a harmonious society to draw lessons from it on the foundation of elaborating the 
spirit content of Marcuse ecosystem ethics thought and influencing in early days to 
the afterwards western ecosystem of Marxism. 
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